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Expanding Knowledge: Thinking forward to the 
future of Chinese development and delivery

Teacher development opportunities, benefitting from expert knowledge;

UCL IOE Confucius Institute

UCL IOE PGCE Leaders

UCL IOE Masters Programme Leaders

UCL IOE London Centre for Leadership in Learning

Peking University

Members of the teaching community

UCL IOE Chinese students



WHAT? 

A free* blended learning course for QTS primary and secondary teachers to develop Mandarin Chinese 

language and pedagogy skills. This will enable them to teach the subject at KS3 & 4. 

Mandarin Upskilling Course

WHO? 

This is for teachers who would like to support existing Mandarin provision in their 

school, or would like to introduce Mandarin to their schools, for example;

• In secondary schools that already teach Chinese and are expanding their provision

• In secondary schools that are just starting to teach Chinese and need support

• in primary schools who would like to deliver Chinese, especially those whose 

students will move up to a secondary school that teaches Chinese

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/free-upskilling-in-mandarin-course-for-qts-secondary-and-primary-teachers-
in-england/

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/free-upskilling-in-mandarin-course-for-qts-secondary-and-primary-teachers-in-england/


Mandarin Upskilling Course

What the course involves each year: 

• 3 x face-to-face workshop days (at UCL IOE CI)

• A self-study online language course, supported by the IOE CI team and our 

Hanban teachers

• Intensive language learning course (Years 1 & 3 in the UK, Year 2 in China)

• Level tests (internal)

By the end of Year Three you will have the opportunity to enter the internationally 

recognised HSK Chinese language test, and take the HSK 3 exam.



Early Leaders Course

• Identifying and developing your leadership style

• Communication skills

• Being proactive 

• Time management

• Mentoring and monitoring

• Evidence-based development

• Performance management processes

• Creating teamwork and a clear department vision

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/early-leaders-course/

WHO? 

This course is for new and aspiring leaders within the Chinese teaching community in a first leadership role.

WHAT?

Three days (at UCL IOE CI), with sessions focusing on a range of early leader issues, for example; 

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/early-leaders-course/


Mteach Programme

WHAT? 
A higher degree that focuses on the professional learning of classroom 
practitioners at different stages of their careers. 

UCL IOE offers a module specifically for Mandarin Chinese teachers, which 
can be taken as a standalone course or in contribution to the Mteach.

WHO? 
Any teacher interested in developing their professional practice through 
sharing and critical analysis.

Through a mix of online and face-to-face activities, participants develop a 
critical understanding of research into teaching and learning, specifically of 
Mandarin Chinese.

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/master-of-teaching-mteach/

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/master-of-teaching-mteach/


PGCE Subject Mentoring
The IOE has been training teachers of Chinese through its Mandarin specific PGCE programme since 2011 .

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/teacher-training/mandarin-chinese-pgce/host-a-pgce-student/

As a PGCE subject mentor you have the opportunity to: 

• Develop your own mentoring skills, as you support student teachers’ 

professional development through weekly meetings

• Develop your ability to give constructive critical feedback and support 

during the student’s school-based experience.

• You will be working with talented students; PGCE students selected 

through the IOE are of high calibre, and have progressed quickly within 

the sector, with many moving on to lead Mandarin or MFL departments

• Schools looking to expand their Mandarin department get the opportunity 

to work alongside the “next generation” of Mandarin teachers who can 

bring a range of new ideas and resources to the classroom

https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/teacher-training/mandarin-chinese-pgce/host-a-pgce-student/


Over to our speakers…



Upskilling in Mandarin

From learner to teacher



Shanghai Summer 2018









What’s good about the course?

•Working independently but with support when 
needed

•Experiencing lessons from a student’s 
perspective

•Good resources and ideas for lessons

•Friendly, enjoyable atmosphere

•Confidence





Expanding Knowledge: 
Thinking forward to the future 
of Chinese development and 

delivery







Teaching is about continuous learning





Why am I on the course?

• Managing MEP

• Leadership 

• Communications

• Mentoring



What is in the course?

Some of the workshops 
includes: 

• How to be a leader, 

• Leadership model 
philosophies and styles, 

• communication skills, 

• how to creative a 
proactive environment, 

• how to be a mentor, 
• monitoring and performance 

management, 
• creating teamwork, 
• professional dialogue, 
• critical incidents, thinking and 

learning styles etc.



IMPACT 
of the course 



Equip yourself.



Continue the enjoyment of 
study pedagogy

Rose ren

Bohunt school



Why I took the course

• Continue the enjoyment of study pedagogy

• A higher degree for education practitioners designed to 
enhance professional learning

• 60 out of a total 180 Master's-level credits from my PGCE 
study 



What I’ve learnt so far

• MTeach pathway I chose - Mandarin Teacher pathway

• Modules I chose - The Understanding Teaching (UT) ; Understand 
Teaching and Learning of Chinese Mandarin in School; The 
Professional Development Portfolio 2 (PDP2); RPBE (A practice based 
enquiry report)

• Teaching format works for me - A mix of online discussions and face 
to face sessions once a term.



The journey I’ve been on

• The enjoyment of work and study balance

• The breathe from busy classroom to reflect your daily practise 
critically with theory and policy  

• Intellectually challenging and practice-based development 

• Using my own experience of everyday teaching activities 

• The inspiration - Practice Based Enquiry Report



Practice Based Enquiry Report

The purpose of my research is to understand what factors parents / 
carers and pupils take into account when choosing Mandarin as a GCSE 
option, and how teachers adjust their teaching strategy to these 
factors. 

I will survey Year 8 pupils who are the GCSE option year in my school as 
part of this research, but also will survey a sample of teachers to 
understand whether the factors are common to other schools.



“Each one, teach one”? 
Teacher training: 

Preparing the next generation. 

Alex Ferraby

Seven Kings School 
Head of Languages

Mandarin, French, Spanish teacher

@SevenKingsMFL
#chineseconf

a.ferraby@sevenkings.school



Teacher training – investing…

• It’s our duty! But an opportunity. 

• Leadership opportunity – small steps. 

• Wider department  - shake up!

• Challenge yourself. Fresh, new ideas. 

• Strengthen in numbers! – dev. your subject/dept

• Build capacity – achieve more. E.g. competition!

• Work with the UCL IOE CI – world-class! 



Student teacher contributions?...

•我们看一下！...







GCSE Chinese Writing

Mark scheme guidance

‘Crossover’ task: Foundation and Higher Paper

4 Bullet points / 75 characters / 16 marks

Mark scheme:
Mark scheme:

Relevant and conveys a
lot of information

A variety of
vocab

Complex structures
are attempted

Reference to three time
frames

Higher Writing: Higher paper only

2 Bullet points / 125 characters / 32 marks

All bullet
points are
covered

More
than one
opinion

A variety of
vocab

Complex structures
are attempted

Reference to
three time
frames

Opinions are expressed
and justified





The 4 tones

ba



Characters - their origins 



Characters – evolution of a writing system



Chinese Characters

+

(rest)
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